Keep calm
and carry on
Baby Boomers
Baby boomers are patient, calm, rational shoppers.
They feel less emotion and are less fickle than other age
groups. The key with older shoppers is to ensure the process
is simple and smooth; they don’t want unnecessary distractions.
To win over this group, retailers should avoid distracting consumers
with special offers or recommendations, speed, efficiency and
a simple payment process is important.
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They experience low emotional responses:
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The flip side is more patience:
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They buy things because they need them,
tapping into necessity is key:
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Delivery charges and an easy to use process
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They’re less likely
to lose interest halfway
through a purchase:
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They value trust and

value for money:
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How can you nudge shoppers to a better online journey?
Download insight from Klarna and Reading University:
klarna.com/uk/emotion

Data from Emotional Ecommerce – a survey of 2,000 UK consumers conducted by Censuswide in June 2017

